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This website uses cookies to improve your experience ACCEPT Cookie Settings

Privacy & Cookies Policy
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                Privacy Overview
                   
                
                    This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are as essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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                        These cookies are essential for websites on our services to perform their basic functions.

	Cookie	Type	Duration	Description
	cli_user_preference	persistent	12 months	Keeps track of the cookie consents for on the current domain.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	0	1 hour	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The purpose of this cookie is to check whether or not the user has given the consent to the usage of cookies under the category 'Necessary'.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-soundcloud	0	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The purpose of this cookie is to check whether or not the user has given the consent to the usage of cookies under the category 'Soundcloud'.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-youtube	0	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The purpose of this cookie is to check whether or not the user has given the consent to the usage of cookies under the category 'Youtube'.
	is_logged_in	third party	6 months	Cookie used to link Gravatar image to visitor comment.
	mediaplan	third party	1 hour	This cookie is set by ovh and does not concern the user experience.
	mediaplanBAK	third party	1 hour	This cookie is set by ovh and does not concern the user experience.
	viewed_cookie_policy	0	1 hour	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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                        Youtube is Google’s video sharing website. The purpose of these cookies is to deliver, measure, and improve the relevancy of ads. Read more

	Cookie	Type	Duration	Description
	APISID	third party	24 months	This cookie is used by Google to display personalized advertisements on Google sites, based on recent searches and previous interactions.
	APISID	third party	24 months	This cookie is used by Google to collect user information for videos hosted by YouTube. 
	GPS	0	30 minutes	This cookie is set by Youtube and registers a unique ID for tracking users based on their geographical location
	HSID	third party	24 months	This cookie is used by Google to collect user information for videos hosted by YouTube. 
	LOGIN_INFO	third party	24 months	This cookie is used by Google to collect user information for videos hosted by YouTube. 
	PREF	0	8 months	Registers a unique ID that is used by Google to keep statistics of how the visitor uses YouTube videos across different websites.
	SAPISID	third party	24 months	This cookie is used by Google to collect user information for videos hosted by YouTube. 
	SID	third party	24 months	This cookie is used by Google to display personalized advertisements on Google sites, based on recent searches and previous interactions.
	SIDCC	third party	3 months	This is a security cookie to protect a user’s data from unauthorized access. 
	SSID	third party	24 months	This cookie is used by Google to collect user information for videos hosted by YouTube. 
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	1	5 months	This cookie is set by Youtube. Used to track the information of the embedded YouTube videos on a website.
	YSC	1		This cookies is set by Youtube and is used to track the views of embedded videos.
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                        We use cookies and similar technologies to help us understand how people use SoundCloud® so that we can keep improving our platform.

Read more

	Cookie	Type	Duration	Description
	sc_anonymous_id	0	9 years	This cookie allows users to embed files or other content onto the website, this function can be limited to specific visitors.
	UID	third party	24 months	Collects information of the user and his/her movement, such as timestamp for visits, most recently loaded pages and IP address. The data is used by the marketing research network, Scorecard Research, to analyse traffic patterns and carry out surveys to help their clients better understand the customer's preferences.
	UIDR	third party	24 months	Collects information of the user and his/her movement, such as timestamp for visits, most recently loaded pages and IP address. The data is used by the marketing research network, Scorecard Research, to analyse traffic patterns and carry out surveys to help their clients better understand the customer's preferences.
	__utma	third party	24 months	This cookie tracks the time of your initial visit, previous visit, and current visit, and the count of all visits.
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